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Easy Viewer IP Cam is a software solution designed to be an accessible and reliable way to connect to multiple IP cameras and view their
video feed. It’s an application that can be used as a basic surveillance tool for homes or areas that cover relatively small surfaces. Connect
to IP cameras and record activity With Easy Viewer IP Cam you are able to connect to up to 9 IP cameras and simultaneously view and

record their feed. The application allows you to manually configure each one in terms of displayed name, DDNS address, port number, as
well as username and password. Once connected, the application displays their video streams in equally large frames, making it possible

for you to follow activity from all of them. Besides that, you can also record video and store it on your computer for backup, analysis and
so on. A really good thing about the recording feature is it can be enabled in a multitude of ways. Depending on your storage space or time

of day, you can configure Easy Viewer IP Cam to start recording only when you permit it, immediately as it is run or when the camera
detects motion. Moreover, apart from video, the application makes it possible to grab screenshots from cameras at regular intervals and

stores them in a custom location on your computer. Easily control PTZ cameras Though its looks and standard features don’t propel it into
a high-end class of surveillance software, Easy Viewer IP Cam can still be considered an advanced tool. Not only does it allow you to set

URL commands for the camera but it also comes with a controller for PTZ cameras. With a simple click on the PTZ button, the
application allows you to make use of a camera’s pan, tilt and zoom functions, cycle through 10 presets, reboot it or flip the image

vertically or horizontally. Conclusion All in all, if you have a decent computer configuration and are willing to overlook the fact that Easy
Viewer IP Cam freezes more than it should, it can be a decent IP camera monitoring tool. The wireless part of your wireless router is the

most important part that will make or break your wireless network connection. I’ve been using wireless routers for the last three years now.
I’ve purchased six different brands and have seen first-hand how reliable their wireless products have been. A few of my major necessities

for a wireless router are a strong signal and high-speed internet connection. The first thing you need to do before purchasing a wireless
router is
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Simultaneously view the digital video stream from up to 9 IP cameras Automatically start recording in preset time frames Easy control of
PTZ cameras Allows you to set up URL commands for each camera Features a smart recording timer What is PacketVideo MaxView Pro?

PacketsVideo MaxView Pro is the most advanced video surveillance solution on the market for business or any other commercial
surveillance needs. It offers the possibility to stream live HD video from up to 9 cameras without interruptions. It has a powerful PTZ

controller with a control panel and continuous clock, a very easy to use control panel, the ability to store and analyze your camera data, the
convenient ability to customize and control the cameras, as well as a variety of intelligent and professional features like scene recognition,
motion detection, motion clips, event recordings, email alerts, camera network configuration and wireless camera control. What’s New in

PacketVideo MaxView Pro 7.5? + support for Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS + the ability to configure and control your cameras in the network
+ support for IPv6 version of the TVW + support for the 3G/4G wireless cameras with built in antenna + support for the 2nd generation
PIR sensors + new previews module for images from cameras + support for the PTP protocol for the 3G/4G wireless cameras + several

other minor improvements and fixes New PacketVideo MaxView Pro version 7.5 is now available! This update brings to you the
followings: + support for Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS Key features of PacketVideo MaxView Pro 7.5: + support for the latest XmlPWC

component, the newest version of Raspberry Pi camera module (PWC 2.0). + support for the most recent type of 3G/4G camera module
that used the PTP protocol + ability to configure IP camera video streams without interruptions + ability to control PTZ cameras + ability

to configure and control cameras within the network + ability to connect to the new generation of PIR sensors (2nd Gen) + ability to
configure wireless cameras with the 2nd generation PIR sensors (the latest PIR sensors for GPRS), or with analog, serial or PTT radio. +

ability to configure your cameras in the following way: - per IP Camera – each IP camera has a separate stream (as well as client
subscription) - per 09e8f5149f
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Easily View IP Cameras application is the only dedicated IP camera viewer for both Windows PC and Mac OS X systems. Easily View IP
Cameras is an application that creates a connec... What is Adomatics Hosting? Adomatics is one of the major UK hosting companies with
a number of hosting packages available. All of the packages include a free domain name. Are you looking for a new hosting provider?
Would you like to transfer your existing hosting account to us, but have a website to transfer? If yes, then we're your ideal choice. We
offer a range of hosting packages that are suitable for any kind of business. All of our hosting packages are designed to provide a fast and
reliable hosting service. You can be completely assured that you will receive the best hosting service available. Why Choose Us? If you are
looking for a UK web hosting company, then you have come to the right place. Adomatics is a company that is based in the United
Kingdom. We have been providing web hosting since 1997 and have built an excellent reputation. We guarantee that you will receive the
best in class services from our company. We give all of our customers the best possible support that you can get. We are here to answer
any of your questions as well as provide a great service. Our Expertise We have been providing Web Hosting since 1997 and have built up
a great reputation from our work in this area. Most of our clients have been with us for 10+ years. We provide hosting services to many
different companies and have worked with just about every big name in the web hosting industry. We are always looking to improve our
services and make it easier for you to get what you want. We Guarantee Our Services We are very proud of the services that we provide
and we aim to provide the best possible service to all of our clients. We feel that we should always provide a great service and that is what
drives us to continue to provide a better service and to strive to meet the needs of our clients. Our Guarantee to You If we are not meeting
the needs of you our clients, then we will ensure that you are not out of pocket. If there is a problem with any of our services that you are
receiving, then we will work with you to ensure that the problem is solved for you quickly. We can even offer a money back guarantee if
you are not satisfied

What's New in the Easy Viewer IP Cam?

Easy Viewer IP Camera is a FREE IP-camera surveillance software that makes monitoring your home cameras easy! From the watch list
simply add the IP camera to the list on your screen! With this solution you can monitor up to 9 IP cameras in a real-time mode. Easy
Viewer IP Camera is FREE and simple to use. Instantly connect and start viewing your cameras! If you find the software useful, please
support our work on Patreon. Thanks to you, we can add even more features, make the software even more user-friendly and continue to
work on improving your home security. Thanks a lot! Changelog: 0.9.6.0 – New: ▶ Automatic IP camera connection for the server 0.9.5.0
– New: ▶ Stability improvements 0.9.4.0 – New: ▶ Add Zoom function to the list panel 0.9.3.0 – New: ▶ Add new camera support
0.9.2.0 – New: ▶ Bug fix 0.9.1.0 – New: ▶ Permament record feature 0.9.0.0 – New: ▶ Add support for German IP cameras 0.8.0.0 –
New: ▶ Ability to record videos 0.7.5.0 – New: ▶ Added support for Pixart/Contour IP cameras and Decoders 0.7.4.0 – Bug fix: ▶ Fix
camera reboot issue 0.7.3.0 – New: ▶ Bug fix: ▶ Fix hanging issue 0.7.2.0 – New: ▶ Added option to connect to IP cameras via file
0.7.1.1 – Bug fix: ▶ Forgot camera settings 0.7.1.0 – New: ▶ Update to WebRTC API for Firefox and Chrome 0.7.0.0 – New: ▶ Updated
source code to latest version of GStreamer SDK 0.6.0.0 – New: ▶ Add support for Lumix cameras 0.5.0.0 – New: ▶ Upgrade to
GStreamer 1.0 0.4.0.0 – New: ▶ Improved the video quality, smaller footprint and improved hardware acceleration 0.3.0.0 – New: ▶
Hosted by UPMADEFT.COM (
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System Requirements For Easy Viewer IP Cam:

Mac OS X v10.8 or later (10.9 or later recommended). Minimum of 1.1GB available disk space. Minimum 500MB RAM IMPORTANT:
We have disabled dynamic app updates for this application. As we do not currently have an automatic update system in place, we have
provided an option for manual updates. If you have already downloaded the app, you will be prompted with the option to update to the new
version the next time you run it. If you have not downloaded the app yet, you will be prompted to
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